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Cc308 rf and camera detector manual

Blog 25 Apr, 2014 Posted By: moya tung A detailed instruction manual for CC308 bug detector Laser Scanning - Detecting Hidden Cameras and Lens 1> Open the power switch, the blue indicator light go on 2> Press the laser switch, the instrument back six led lights starts blinking 3> Hold the detector with your hand, and make sure the six led
lights towards to the object that you want to detect 4> Move around the detector, laser scanning of the surrounding environment, put your eyes on the Red View Window 5> You will find some very bright blinking light spot if there are some camera lens, photo sample as below: 6> Press the laser switch again to turn off the laser scanning Tips: Press
the laser switch button continuously, the blink frequency of the six led lights will be changed from slower to faster in each two seconds, and there are total 8 blink frequencies for this detector. Radio Frequency Detection With Buzzing Only 1> Turn the power switch to the midden position, the blue indicator light go on 2> Move around the detecor, if
the RF signal indicators blink and machine buzz, it means there are some signal sources 3> If all of the 4 RF signal indicators blink, it means the rf signal is very strong, and vice versa 4> Pull out the antenna, the longer the antenna, the larger search range, and vice versa 5> Adjust the RF signal sensitivity dial, the higher sensitivity, the larger
search range, and vice versa 6> Moving around, adjusting the lenth of the antenna and adjusting the RF signal sensitivity dial are the three key factors to help to find the final signal source 7> You can also insert the headphone, then other people will can't hear the buzzing noise Radio Frequency Detection With Vibrating Only 1> Turn the power
switch to the top position, the blue indicator light go on 2> Move around the detecor, if the RF signal indicators blink and machine vibrating, it means there are some signal sources the 3>,4>,5>,6> are same with above Radio frequency (RF, rf, or r.f.) is a representation of the oscillation rate of the electromagnetic spectrum measured in hertz (Hz).
One hertz is equal to one cycle per second, and most radio frequencies are measured in hundreds, thousands, millions, or billions of cycles per second. Radio frequencies are able to carry data over electromagnetic fields via specialized antennas and transmitters. Aside from radio receivers, many kinds of technologies rely on RF field propagation to
transmit and receive data. These include mobile phones, remote controls, microwave ovens, computers, smart home devices, satellites, and transceivers, among others. Bluetooth and wireless LANs (WLANs) also operate using radio frequencies. RF range The radio frequency spectrum was given a formal naming structure by the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) in the 1800s. The language that designates each band in the spectrum is very specific and should be used carefully. The RF spectrum is as follows: Tremendously low frequency (TLF): < 3Hz Extremely low frequency (ELF): 3-30 Hz Super low frequency (SLF): 30-300 Hz Ultra-low frequency (ULF): 300-3000 Hz (3
kHz) Very low frequency (VLF): 3-30 kHz Low frequency (LF): 30-300 kHz Medium frequency (MF): 300-3000 kHz (3 MHz) High frequency (HF): 3-30 MHz Very high frequency (VHF): 30-300 MHz Ultra-high frequency (UHF): 300-3000 MHz (3 GHz) Super high frequency (SHF): 3-30 GHz Extremely high frequency (EHF): 30-300 GHz Tremendously
high frequency (THF): 300-3000 GHz (3 THz) As indicated in the list above, one kilohertz (kHz) is equal to 1,000 hertz (Hz), one megahertz (MHz) is equal to 1,000 kilohertz, one gigahertz (GHz) is equal to 1,000 megahertz, and one terahertz (THz) is equal to 1,000 gigahertz. How do radio frequencies affect the human body? Higher radio frequencies
are thought to have cancerous effects on the human body after repeated prolonged periods of exposure. Most research organizations have reported that there is either insufficient evidence to establish a causal relationship between radio frequencies and cancer or that there is the potential for radio frequency radiation to have carcinogenic effects.
However, this is an ongoing field of biomedical research. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Radio frequency interference, also known as RFI, is a problem for most consumer electronic devices. The RFI occurs when the signal from once devices interrupts the signal of another.Electromagnetic RadiationElectromagnetic radiation is
responsible for all wireless communication. Most signals range from 30 Hz to 300 GHz, with the majority lying somewhere in the 5 GHz range. Cell phones, for example, operate around 1.5 GHz while most routers and Bluetooth capable devices operate at 2.4 GHz. This narrow range that the devices operate in means that signals can get crossed,
resulting in RFI.One of the most effective ways for you to manage RFI is to use what is termed “band management.” This means determining the frequency of the device that is being interfered with and the frequency of the device that is interfering. Buying new devices that are more compatible with a wider radio frequency range will help with
interference and making sure the devices are four to five feet away from each other can also help avoid problems.Electromagnetic LimitationsMost devices that emit electromagnetic radiation are required to limit the amount of electromagnetic radiation they emit. This ensures the electronics will not interfere with others in proximity, which is
especially important when there are multiple devices in the same place.Signal CommunicationSignal communication is very important in many areas, especially aviation. A higher rate and frequency of signals increases the likelihood that there could be an RFI. This could lead to inaccurate data that could cause a problem with the operation of the
vehicle and result in a loss of life.Eliminating Radio Frequency InterferenceWith the increasing number of electronic components in our devices, RFI shielding has become more and more important to ensure the device, vehicle or electronics function properly. Distance, weight and size are the main considerations when it comes to how much shielding
is necessary. Connectors that facilitate accelerated set up times provide excellent protection and withstand high levels of vibration and shock. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates It seems as if every home garage across the country has an old, unused TV set sitting inside. People don't use them
because they think that they can't use today's technology -- including VCRs, DVDs, MP3 players, camcorders and gaming systems -- on the old set. With a radio frequency (RF) modulator, it's all possible. The modulator converts the picture and sound coming from your DVD or gaming system and displays it on the old TV screen [source: Giles]. Just
read the tips listed below and learn about how to connect an RF modulator to your used -- but useful! -- TV set.Connecting a Stereo or TV Connecting an RF modulator takes only seconds, but you have to make sure that you connect the proper plugs to the proper outlet jacks. If you're connecting the RF modulator to a stereo or TV, take the three plugs
that are connected to the modulator and plug them into the video and audio output jacks on the stereo system. There will be corresponding colors on both the plugs and the output jacks so you know where to put each plug. Plug the modulator's electricity cord into a power outlet. Turn both the modulator and the stereo or TV on to check that you
connected them properly [source: JASCO].Connecting to another VHF Input Source Connecting your RF modulator to both a TV set and a VCR, DVD or cable box is easy. Start by disconnecting the VHF input source's 75-ohm cable from the TV's terminal and connecting it to the terminal in the back of the modulator marked ANT IN. Then take a 75ohm coaxial cable (often provided with the RF modulator, or it can be purchased at any electronics store) and connect it on the modulator's terminal marked TO TV terminal and to the TVs terminal marked 75-ohm VHF/UHF. Plug the modulator's electricity cord into a power outlet. Turn on all three devices to ensure that you connected them properly
[source: JASCO].
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